
Excersises

Uncover potential
gaps and

inefficiencies
associated with

security systems or
procedures

 
Obtain the intel
needed to make

insightful decisions on
potential risks

uncovered during the
assessment

 
Receive

recommendations
from highly-skilled
security experts for

physical security
improvements

 

BenefitsSecurity controls are your organization’s first
line of defense against disruptions that can
often distract your firm from the business of
business.  Depending on the size of your
operation, a well-developed program may
utilize numerous tools such as armed guards,
physical locks, intelligent locks, fencing, a CCTV
system, proper lighting, and alarms. Site
assessments of your organization’s existing
physical security structure are an excellent way
to evaluate whether your systems are effective
or if improvements are required.
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Odin On-Site's primary assessment goal is to
evaluate your facility’s existing physical safety
and security features, identify best practices
currently in place, and identify any gaps related
to safety, security, and emergency
preparedness. Odin Enterprises evaluates an
organization’s existing physical security
structures (its facilities, systems, and processes)
and assesses how well the organization is
protecting its most critical assets - its people
and property, against likely threats. The on-site
inspection is led by a member of the Odin
Enterprises team with subject-matter expertise
in security-related issues. 



Odin Enterprises is an experienced-based, customer-driven security
consulting and special services firm dedicated to providing accurate and
quality security products, training, and actionable information to our clients. 
With over 100 years of intelligence and federal law enforcement experience,
we have the unique ability to offer what very few can – experienced-based
truth about how best to prevent, protect against, and prepare to respond to
a critical incident.  
 
 

The campus and immediate area for security-
related concerns
 
Internal and external physical security features
and access points
 
Interviews with key personnel (e.g., Facilities,
Security, Operations)
 
Relevant safety and security policy and
procedures currently in place
 
One year of virtual support for security-related
issues
 

Following the assessment, Odin On-Site provides a findings report
detailing any deficiencies noted and offers cost effective strategies to
mitigate those deficiencies. 
 
Depending on the size of your facility, the on-site assessment typically
takes approximately two-four (2-4) hours. per location to complete.
During a portion of the assessment, we ask that an individual with
extensive knowledge of the facility be available to provide a tour and
answer any policy and procedure questions. 
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About Us

Odin On-Site will thoroughly examine your facility, to include:


